NWEA™ MAP® +
EXACT PATH

A powerful partnership to
individualize learning
Individualized K-12 instruction powered by your MAP Growth results
Edmentum Exact Path’s individualized learning paths ensure that students receive a tailored learning
playlist of robust curriculum that is designed to give them agency over when, where, and the pace
in which they learn. Driven by your students’ Northwest Evaluation Association™ (NWEA™) Measures
of Academic Progress® (MAP®) Growth results, together these rich tools make up our individualized
learning solution.

Designed to help you personalize learning by:
n Incorporating carefully crafted content
specific to each student’s needs—whether
below, on, or above grade level

n Ensuring college and career readiness while
addressing state standards and learning
needs at the discrete skill level

n Using high-quality, rich multimedia curriculum n Motivating students with built-in Mastery
committed to diversity and inclusion, created
Trophies and teacher-defined learning
by in-house subject matter experts
Challenges
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No more than four
skills are presented to a
student at one time to
keep motivation high

3

Three different learning
interfaces offer intuitive
navigation and functionality
for K–2nd, 3rd–5th, and
6th–12th grade students

5,000

Over 5,000 different
learning activities
available for individualized
instruction, practice,
and assessment

Individualize instruction
Scaffold learning with high-quality curriculum
By uploading MAP Growth assessment Rasch unit (RIT) scores, students receive an individualized
pathway of content just right for them. The illustration below provides an example of how no more
than four skills are selected at once, and what curriculum components each lesson module might
contain.
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Lesson Module
Components

Direct Instruction
Animated, multimedia
tutorials introduce and
model a new skill

Practice
Short, five-question
quizzes assess each
skill for grades 3-12;
responses are scored
for educator review

Mastery Quizzes
Short, five-question
quizzes assess each skill;
responses are scored
for educator review

Progress Checks
After a student completes four skills, a Progress
Check is dynamically built and administered to
both spiral learning and ensure students are
ready to receive additional skills. Scores inform
and adapt a student’s learning path.
Building Blocks
As students demonstrate mastery, learning is
propelled forward; if additional remediation
is needed, automated Building Blocks allow
students to address gaps in learning by working
on prerequisite skills.

Analyze student progress
Monitor skill-by-skill performance
Dig into learning path progress to make real-time instructional decisions. The Knowledge Map provides
an interactive view of each student’s progress along our complete K-12 content progression.
• Access a friendly, color-coded legend anytime to help make
sense of student performance
• Access additional skills-aligned resources such as lesson
ideas, printable activities, or instructional videos

• Auto generate a learning path for
those students that may not have
assessment scores uploaded just yet

• Select a skill to expand
a learning menu with
additional details

• Explore the
• View specific
standards
scores and
addressed within
attempts for
each content
each activity
module

• Preview content,
analyze student
answers, and
unlock Mastery
Quizzes as needed

Evaluate Individual Progress
Student summary reports detail all learning path activity for a specific student to help you track
progress, plan for instruction, and connect with parents and stakeholders.
• Toggle between skills and Trophies to
view learning path progress and mastery

• See all learning paths and real-time
progress in a simple side-by-side view

• View the skills
students have
mastered
and those in
progress within
each domain

Support students each step of the way
Create data-driven small groups

Build custom assignments

Crafting meaningful groups requires a lot of
time. Automatically sort students into similarability groups based on real-time learningpath data. Then, deploy assignments for each
group based on specific needs.

Gain more flexibility over what students
work on at what time. Search for the
standards-or skills-aligned content you
want, then build your assignment to ensure
students receive just-in-time instruction,
remediation, and enrichment.

Answer “What’s Next” with Your NWEA Data
RIT scores from MAP Growth and MAP Growth K-2 assessments can be
quickly uploaded to help kick start learning.
Leverage your premium assessment data from NWEA to provide students
with unique instructional pathways toward academic achievement.
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